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What is a word wall?
     A word wall is an interactive tool for  teaching words that 
students need in their reading and writing. A word wall is an organized 
collection of words displayed in large letters on a classroom wall.  
Word-wall words can be organized alphabetically, by theme (weather-
related words, for example), or by spelling pattern. Most teachers add 
at least five words a week to their word walls on a regular basis; many 
more words are added spontaneously, as the need arises. Word walls 
can promote literacy by providing a print-rich environment and creating 
in students an excitement about words. 

K-1 Word Walls
In the K-1 Classroom, the word wall can include words beginning 

with the letter of the week.  When a new letter is introduced, 
brainstorm for a list of objects that start with the letter.  For the 
letter B, you might have book, box, baby, bee, etc.  Write the word on 
a card with a picture to cue the non-readers.  Post the word on your 
word wall.   You can also include the sight words that you want 
students to know.

Word Walls in Grade 2-6 
In the Grade 2-6 classroom, the words on a word wall most often 

include words students encounter frequently in their reading and writing, 
as well as words they frequently misspell. For older elementary and 
middle school students, word walls often include curriculum-related 
vocabulary words as well---use the word wall to teach vocabulary 
used in music.



Musical Word Walls
A musical word wall can be set up in the music room, or in the 

classroom where a classroom teacher teaches her own music. The word 
wall will help children learn to correctly spell musical terms.  When 
students are writing about music  they should be encouraged to refer to 
the word wall if they have difficulty in spelling a term.  A word wall 
will help students increase their musical vocabulary.  When you notice a 
term in a piece of music that the students are learning, explain it to 
them and post it on the word wall.  When students encounter terms in 
music that are already on the word wall, they should refer to the wall 
and review that term.  Incorporate the word wall into your daily 
activities and lessons.  Play games to practice the words on the wall. 
Students who are learning in a classroom with a word wall are at a 
distinct advantage over other children who do not have that type of 
resource.  Students will be amazed at how many words they have 
learned over the course of a year.

In a K-1 classroom the musical terms should be simpler than those 
we include in the Word Wall Kit.  The terms that are charted in the 
Listening Kit Level 1 would be the most appropriate for a K-1 classroom:
soft, loud, fast, slow, high, and low.  Some additional terms are given in 
the Listening Kit 1 Cue Cards.  These would also be suitable for use in a 
K-1 classroom musical word wall:  short, long.  You might also want to 
include the names of classroom instruments.  Pictures with labels of 
classroom instruments are given in our new publication “Classroom 
Instrument Bingo”.  If you’d like copies of the Listen Kit 1 charts, or the 
classroom instrument pictures, I will send them to you via email:  
tvmusic@telusplanet.net 

In grade 2-6 music classrooms, musical word walls can include all 
the terms that students encounter in their music, or that you teach as 
part of their music classes.  In the “Word Wall Kit” publication, we’ve 
included 100 of the most commonly used musical terms.  Again, I’d be 
happy to send you a pdf file of the 100 terms that we included in the 
kit.  Just email tvmusic@telusplanet.net   They are color coded by 
category, such as articulation, dynamics, tempo, notation, etc.  For 
information on the Word Wall Kit, visit www.musicplay.ca



Setting Up a Word Wall

There are many creative ways to design a word wall.  Some 
teachers create portable word walls out of folding cardboard or shower 
curtains.  Some teachers even create word walls for each student.  The 
most important element in setting up a word wall is that the words are 
clearly posted for students to see, so that they are able to recognize 
and recall words they have studied.  Word walls can be used  
interactively to promote group learning and cooperation.  The words 
chosen for the word wall should be gradually added over time.

See photos at www.musicplay.ca

Musical Word Wall Ideas

1.  Word of the Week:  Teach one word to students each week and 
have them record it in their Word of the Week notebooks.  Post the 
word on the Word Wall.

2.   Jeopardy:  The teacher may divide the class into two teams for 
this game.  The teacher calls out a point value (100, 200, 300, 400 or 
500) then shows the students a word.  Team one may try to give the 
correct definition.  If team one is unable to correctly give the definition, 
then team two may have a turn.  In the next round team two is given 
the first opportunity to give a correct definition.  Points are awarded 
when students give a correct definition.  Another option is to have the 
class work together as one team to try and beat their best score.

1.  Word of the Week:  Teach one word to students each week and 
have them record it in their Word of the Week notebooks.  Post the 
word on the Word Wall.



2.   Jeopardy:  The teacher may divide the class into two teams for 
this game.  The teacher calls out a point value (100, 200, 300, 400 or 
500) then shows the students a word.  Team one may try to give the 
correct definition.  If team one is unable to correctly give the definition, 
then team two may have a turn.  In the next round team two is given 
the first opportunity to give a correct definition.  Points are awarded 
when students give a correct definition.  Another option is to have the 
class work together as one team to try and beat their best score.

3.  Around the World:  Have students sit in a circle.  To begin, one 
student stands behind another student and the teacher reads a 
definition of a word.  The student who is able to name the word the 
fastest will continue to move around the circle.  When a student who is 
standing is beaten, they must sit in the place of their competitor, while 
the winner stands up and continues to work their way around the circle.  
The student who makes it back to his or her own starting point is the 
winner.

4.  Face-Off:  The teacher divides the class into two teams for this 
game.  The teacher reads out a definition of a word while a competitor 
from each team stands in front of the white board.  The student who 
can write the word correctly on the white board first, earns a point for 
his or her team.

5.  Tic-Tac-Toe:  Divide the class into two teams of X’s and O’s.  
Draw a large tic-tac-toe playing area on the board and write a musical 
word in each of the tic-tac-toe spaces.  Each team takes a turn 
coming up, choosing a space and giving a correct definition for the word 
in that space.  If the child gives the correct definition, he or she may 
draw an X or O for his or her team in that space.  If the answer is 
incorrect, the other team may send a player to try and give a definition 
of that musical term.

6.  Race to Erase:  The teacher divides the class into two teams for 
this game. Each team has their own columns of words written on the 



board.  Each column should be approximately equal in difficulty.  Each 
team stands in a straight line in front of their words.  A student from 
each team chooses a word, and if they can correctly explain what that 
word means, then they are able to erase it.  The team that erases all 
of their words first wins the race.

Themes & Variations has developed a Word Wall Kit, with 100 of the 
most frequently used musical terms.  They are color coded by category, 
such as articulation, dynamics, tempo, notation, etc.  For information on 
the Word Wall Kit, visit www.musicplay.ca

Websites to learn more about word walls:
http://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/lesson/lesson328b.sh
tml

2005 Updates to Musicplay 1 and 3
Musicplay 1 and 3 have had extensive revisions completed in 2005.  We have been shipping the 
new edition of Musicplay 1 since January 2005, and the new edition of Musicplay 3 since June of 
2005.

This information is for teachers inquiring about the updates, or for teachers ordering Musicplay 3 
student books.  If you want to order updates, the two ways to order them are outlined below.   If 
you love your Musicplay program, just the way it is now, don’t do anything at all!!!

There are 2 ways that teachers can order updates to Musicplay 1 and 3.

Exchange binders/CDs:   $40
If the teacher has all levels of Musicplay, the teacher may want to exchange the original grade 1 or 3 
binder for the revised edition.   Before shipping new materials to the teacher, we must receive the 
original teacher guide/CDs.  All the songs that have been changed in Musicplay 1 and 3, are in 
other grade levels, so the teacher wouldn’t be losing any song material that they currently have.  
New songs were added to both Musicplay 1 and 3, and the teacher will have the new songs if they 
exchange binders.  For this option order #MP1Update  $40  or #MP3Update $40 and send us 
your old guides/CDs.

Order Update Book/CDs:
For the teacher that has just one Musicplay binder (grade 1 or grade 3 only), they may prefer to 
order the update book/CDs.  They will receive all the new songs, information on which song in the 
binder the new song could replace, and teaching suggestions for all the new songs.



For the teacher that has just one Musicplay binder, by ordering the update book/CDs they will have 
ALL the songs from the original binder, AND the new songs that have been added.

The Update Book/CDs for Musicplay 1 are:
Fun Songs - Musicplay 1 Revision  $20 non-users
* Update price $15 (for teachers who have Musicplay 1) is available by email  or by completing registration only
* Email tvmusic@telusplanet.net to order this or for a rebate if you’ve paid full price for the book/CD.

Holiday and Game Songs - Musicplay 1 Revision  $20    (includes new Orff arrangements)
* Update price $15 (for teachers who have Musicplay 1) is available by email  or by completing registration only
* Email tvmusic@telusplanet.net to order this or for a rebate if you’ve paid full price for the book/CD.

New Songs in Musicplay 1 -  All new songs are in 2 collections - Fun Songs and 
Holiday and Game Songs

Fun Songs ~ Update book/CD
Song# Page # Song it Replaces
1 Dooby Doo 3 Welcome to Music
2 Mountaintop Monster 4
3 I Don't Know 5 The More We Get Together
4 Monster Walk 6 Old Mother Witch
5 One Big Family 7 Oh My Aunt Came Back
6 Little Red Car 8
7 Gonna Have a Good Time 9 Chinese New Year Song
8-16 Michael Row the Boat Ashore 10 Gitsagakomim
9 Train my Parents 11 The Cat Came Back
10 Feelin' Alive 12
11 Sing a Country Song 13 Poor Little Bug on the Wall

Country Dance Directions 14
12 Heebie Jeebies 15 Oliver Twist
13-17 Haul Away Joe 16 Lukey’s Boat
14 The Eat Song 17 Goin’ on a Picnic
15-18 Rock Around the Alphabet 18 Alphabet Song

Alphabet Games

Holiday and Game Songs ~ Musicplay 1 Update book/CD

Song# Page # Song it Replaces
1-26 Peace in my Heart Peace Like a River
2-27 Just One Candle Sing for Peace
3-28 Bats and Cats Scary Skeleton
4 Turkey in the Barnyard I’m the Fastest Turkey
5-29 I'm Thankful Thanks a lot!
6-30 Hannukkah Fun My Candles
7-31 Mary Had a Baby
8-32 Love my Slippers Wish you a Merry Christmas
9-33 Lucky Leprechaun St. Patrick’s Day Jig
10 Bunny Hides the Basket Hide the Easter Basket



11 Little Bunny Five Little Bunnies
12 Choo Choo Train Engine Engine # 9
13 Bye-Low, Baby-Oh Starlight
14 High Low Sing up High
15 Bounce the Ball Bounce High
16 Strawberry Shortcake Apples, Peaches, Pears, Plums
17 Tick Tock Bell Horses
18 Mr. Potato Head Doggie Doggie
19 Old Dog Full of Fleas Johnny Caught a Flea
20 How Many Fingers Pease Porridge Hot
21 Juanito En El Bosque
22 Pimpon
23 La Vibora
24 El Coqui Japanese Frog Song
25-34 La Granja

The Update Book/CDs for Musicplay 3 are:
Kids Favorites - Musicplay 3 Revision  $20 
* Update price $15 (for teachers who have Musicplay 1) is available by email  or by completing registration only
* Email tvmusic@telusplanet.net to order this or for a rebate if you’ve paid full price for the book/CD.

Kid’s Favorite Songs ~ Musicplay 3 Revision
Song # Title CD#
1 Children Together 1-21
2 I Like Singin' 2-22
3 Yummy Yum Yum 3-23
4 When You Dream 4
5 Wind 5-24
6 Nothing But Peace 6-25
7 Remember Flanders Fields 7-26
8 Got a Hat Hat 8
9 Playin’ on the Washboard 9-27
10 Cod Liver Oil 10-28
11 Seasons 11-29
12 Missus Tong 12-30
13 Oh I Wish I Were 13-31
14 Third Base Coaches Dance 14
15 Just Friends 15
16 Old Grandma 16-32
17 Be-believe in You 17
18 Pirate Song 18-33
19 Nothing 19
20 I'm an Acorn 20-34

Games, Rounds & World Songs - Musicplay 3 Revision  $20
* Update price $15 (for teachers who have Musicplay 1) is available by email  or by completing registration only
* Email tvmusic@telusplanet.net to order this or for a rebate if you’ve paid full price for the book/CD.



Games, Rounds & World Songs ~ Musicplay 3 Revision
1 Old Brass Wagon
2 Shake them 'Simmons
3 Chicken on the Fence Post
4 Number Concentration
5 Plainsies Clapsies
6 Turkey Lurkey
7 Pass a Beanbag
8 Seven Up
9 Pass the Broom
10 A Sailor went to Dis, Dis, Dis
11 Hide Those Eggs
12 King's Land
13 New Shoes
14 Shiny Penny
15 Find the Basket
16 Someone’s Tapping
17 Paddy From Home
18 E Papa
19 E Papa Maori
20 El Floron
21 Mariachi
22 It's a Holiday
23 Island Steel Drum
24  Ndinani Na
25 Zulu Dance
26 Ton Moulin
27 Something's Hiding
28-29 Whoopee Cushion
30-31 Donkeys Love Carrots
32-33 Eating is Fun
34-35 Song of the Frog
36 Tinga Layo
37 Shake the Papaya
38 January First
39 Koto
40 Sakura
41 El Burrito Enfermo
42 La Pulga
43 Noche Buena
44 Ceremonial Dance
45 Irish Reel
46 Didgeridoo

Musicplay 3 Student Books:
If a school has a class set of student books, we do not want them to have to purchase new books to 
be able to use the new songs.  Schools who have class sets of student books can receive by email, a 
pdf file of the new songs with permission to make overheads or copy for their students.  This 
permission must be done by email to tvmusic@telusplanet.net   This permission will NOT be 
extended to schools that have not purchased student books.



Order Musicplay Updates:  If you would like to order the update 
book/CDs at this time please complete the order form below, and 
fax to 1-888-562-4647

Name:__________________________________________________________________      

Address:______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________

City:_________________________________   State/Province:________    Code/Zip:_______________________

Attention:_________________________________   

Email:_________________________________________________________   

Phone: _________________________ Bill to the School:_____ or School PO #:   

______________________________________

Personal: Visa  or MC#  ______________________________________________________

Expiry:_______ Signature:____________________________ 

The Update Book/CDs for Musicplay 1 are:
#71 - Fun Songs - Musicplay 1 Revision  $20 or $15 for Musicplay owners  ______
#72 - Holiday and Game Songs, Musicplay 1 Revision  $20 or$15 for Musicplay owners   ____

The Update Book/CDs for Musicplay 3 are:
#73 - Kids Favorites - Musicplay 3 Revision $20 or $15 for Musicplay owners  ______
#74 - Games, Rounds & World Songs - Musicplay 3 Revision    $15 for Musicplay owners  
______
New Orff arrangements may be requested by email:  tvmusic@telusplanet.net

* Must fill out registration to receive special price ($15 for book/CD)

Registration to Receive Musicplay User Pricing for Musicplay 1 and 3 Updates:

Name: ______________________________________

School:  ______________________________________

School fax:  ______________________________________

Email:  ______________________________________

Grades you teach:  __________



When and Where did you purchase Musicplay?  (approximately) ________________  

www.musicplay.ca


